Yeungnam University type drive-through (YU-Thru) coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) screening system: a rapid and safe screening system
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Active and prompt scale-up screening tests are essential to efficiently control the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID–19) outbreak. The goal of this work was to identify shortcomings in the conventional screening system (CSS) implemented in the beginning of the outbreak. To overcome these shortcomings, we then introduced a novel, independently developed system called the Yeungnam University type drive-through (YU-Thru), and distributed it nationwide in Korea. This system is similar to the drive-throughs utilized by fast food restaurants. YU-Thru system has shortened the time taken to test a single person to 2–4 minutes, by completely eliminating the time required to clean and ventilate the specimen collection room. This time requirement was a major drawback of the CSS. YU-Thru system also reduced the risk of subjects and medical staff infecting one another by using a separate and closed examination system. On average, 50 to 60 tests were conducted per day when using the CSS, while now up to 350 tests per day are conducted with the YU-Thru system. We believe that the YU-Thru system has made an important contribution to the rapid detection of COVID-19 in Daegu, South Korea. Here, we will describe the YU-Thru system in detail so that other countries experiencing COVID-19 outbreaks can take advantage of this system.
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Introduction

Since the first cases of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) occurred in Wuhan, China in December 2019, the disease has rapidly spread worldwide.¹ As of July 31, 2020, a total of 14,305 COVID-19 cases have been reported in South Korea. The vast majority of new cases in this country have occurred in Daegu and the neighboring North Gyeongsang Province. In Daegu, the number of confirmed cases climbed rapidly after the first confirmed cases occurred on February 18, 2020. On March 30, Daegu reported
6,624 cases of COVID-19, and North Gyeongsang Province reported 1,298 cases. Together, these accounted for 82.0% of all COVID-19 cases in South Korea at that time. In Daegu, the number of newly confirmed cases on February 19, 2020 was 15. New cases exceeded 100 and 400 per day, by February 23rd and 27th, respectively, and the highest single-day spike to-date occurred on February 29, with 656 new cases. Since then, the number of new cases per day remained at approximately 400 to 600 and fell below 100 for the first time on March 10. On April 10, 2020, no newly confirmed cases of COVID-19 were reported in Daegu for the first time since the outbreak [2]. Meanwhile, coronavirus is spreading rapidly around the world, with 17,551,097 confirmed cases and 678,317 deaths as of July 31, 2020 [3].

On March 12, 2020, the World Health Organization declared the COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic [4]. In order to contain the spread of infectious diseases, prompt detection of as many cases as possible through active laboratory testing, active quarantine of confirmed patients, systematic classification of patients according to the degree of symptoms, and initiation of step-by-step treatment strategies according to severity are crucial. Screening centers are isolated spaces that are designed to inspect and examine patients with COVID-19 symptoms such as fever and cough without contacting other patients or admitting patients into hospitals, thereby avoiding close contact with medical staff. Therefore, screening centers play a crucial role in preventing transmission by treating suspected COVID-19 patients separately from other patients.

In South Korea, screening centers have been operating throughout the nation since January 24, 2020 [5]. The Yeungnam University Hospital (YU) set up a conventional screening system (CSS) on February 17, 2020, under the guidance of the Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (KCDC).

Brief overview of the conventional screening system and its’ limitations

According to the KCDCs’ guidelines for screening centers, a screening center should be located outside the hospital. Procedures should be implemented inside negative-pressure rooms/tents that can be separated from other areas [6]. In particular, sample collection should be performed solely in negative-pressure tents. However, the CSS had several limitations. First, a number of patients were exposed to cold weather while they were waiting for their tests. COVID-19 cases were rapidly rising in Daegu in mid-February, and temperatures had dropped to –5°C [7]. Consequently, many people were more likely to have respiratory diseases such as common colds, as well as experience the inconvenience of waiting in long lines. In the CSS, a long line often had people waiting to be tested for up to 5 hours. Second, infectious diseases were communicable to the crowd of individuals waiting in line to be tested. Under the CSS systems’ initial testing conditions, the positive case rate in screening centers was approximately 5%, which was quite high [8]. Therefore, it was likely that COVID-19 was transmitted from confirmed patients to other patients who were in close contact. In addition, under the CSS procedures, there was a possibility of medical staff being infected by confirmed COVID-19 patients. Although it was recommended that medical staff wear goggles and maintain a distance of more than 2 m from subjects, as well as use level D clothing and a face shield if they were within 2 m of subjects, the risk of infection could not be ruled out [6]. Third, the amount of time required to clean and ventilate test rooms after sampling was considerable: with the CSS procedure, at least 30 minutes was required to achieve > 99% airborne-contaminant removal efficacy, which is incompatible with the large-scale screening required by COVID-19 [9].

Design and launch of the Yeungnam University type drive-through screening system

Yeungnam University Hospital (YU), one of the major university hospitals in Daegu, operated a CSS beginning on February 17, 2020. However, as the number of newly confirmed patients in Daegu rose, more people visited the screening centers to undergo testing. Once the number of tested subjects exceeded 20 per day, the CSS was unable to meet the testing requirements, and individuals were irritated by the failure of appropriate screening tests. Additionally, early in the COVID-19 outbreak, Daegu underwent a critical medical problem, as well as the inefficient CSS function. At one point, four of five emergency centers of university hospitals in Daegu were closed at the same time due to exposure to COVID-19. From February 19 to 22, YU was also closed three times, for a total of 100 hours of shutdown. We then realized the need for a more efficient screening system.

YU initially solved the CSS problem of subjects being exposed to cold weather. To prevent subjects from contracting infectious respiratory diseases including common colds, and from transmitting diseases to each other, we requested that patients remain in their cars while awaiting testing. Individuals were then notified of their turn through a phone call. Next, we considered the issue of how to decrease the time required to clean and ventilate the negative-pressure tents. The solution we developed was to ensure that individuals did not leave their cars throughout the testing procedure, from the stand-by period to exiting the testing center. We considered a patient’s car to be a closed space in which there was no contact...
with other patients, and therefore no risk of infecting other individuals. In addition, there was no need to ventilate and clean the car as tested individuals did not share cars with each other. In addition to these improvements, we also minimized contact between the medical staff and subjects by using shipping containers as medical staff examination rooms. Medical staff and subjects communicated through a two-way microphone and speaker. Upon receiving news from the government concerning system insurance coverage, we launched the Yeungnam University type drive-through (YU-Thru) system. Overall, the YU-Thru system consists of four steps, with details provided below.

**The four steps of Yeungnam University type drive-through system with a detailed description of each step**

The goal of YU-Thru system was to simplify the testing procedure as much as possible to maximize the number of individuals that could be tested per day. The YU-Thru system process consists of four steps; registration, medical examination, payment, and sample collection. The YU-Thru system occupied approximately 1,527 m² of parking lot space (Fig. 1). Individuals were requested to drive by themselves and to have one-person-per-car if possible, as having two or more people in one car could encourage transmission between the cars’ occupants. However, if the individuals were elderly or could not drive by themselves (e.g., infants, children, or patients with psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, severe mania, or depression), caregivers were allowed to drive with them.

Of the four steps, three were performed almost entirely inside the shipping containers. In step 4, sample collection was performed outside the container. The staff and medical personnel involved in steps 1, 3, and 4 were equipped with level D protection, including KF94 or N95 grade face masks and face shields. The doctors in step 2 wore only KF94 or N95 grade face masks.

**1. Step 1: registration and creating a hospital number**

First, each person to be tested placed their identification (ID) card into the scanner. Then the ID card was scanned into the computer, as shown in Fig. 2. The YU registration number was automatically created when the staff member entered the patient’s date of birth and social security number, as displayed on the computer monitor. For non-nationals, the YU registration number was created using the patient’s alien registration card; however, the remainder of the process remained the same. For non-nationals who were not registered in South Korea (e.g., tourists or illegal aliens), the YU registration number was created from passport numbers. The staff then recorded the home address and cell phone number of subjects using the two-way microphone and speaker system. It was important to enter the correct cell phone number into the computer as test results were texted. At the same time, a separate staff member used a noncontact forehead thermometer to measure the subject’s temperature. Minor exposure to infected patients may have occurred during this procedure. Although two staff members were recommended overall for step 1, it was possible to complete the registration and temperature testing with one staff member performing...
both procedures (Fig. 2).

2. Step 2: medical examination by a physician

For this step in our study, physicians from YU, volunteer doctors in Daegu, and public health doctors in South Korea participated. Physicians thoroughly checked the individuals’ symptoms including fever, sore throat, rhinorrhea, nasal congestion, cough, phlegm, and disturbances of smell and taste. They also identified whether the individuals had underlying diseases including lung disease, heart disease, diabetes, hypertension, kidney disease, and cancer. In addition, doctors checked whether there was contact with previously COVID-19 confirmed patients, whether subjects had attended a particular religious meeting, or whether they had visited the hospital located in an infection cluster.

After this screening, the doctors decided whether the individual needed to be tested, whether a nasal and throat or sputum test should be performed, and whether insurance would cover the testing. The test was then prescribed, and if covered by insurance, the physician completed a document called an “infectious patient report” online and sent it to the KCDC. The doctors asked the individuals questions through two-way microphones, and there was no contact between them (Fig. 3). Therefore, the risk of coronavirus contamination was considered to be nonexistent.

3. Step 3: payment

In this step, the subject paid the registration, examination, and inspection fees. Computers installed with payment systems and card readers were set inside a shipping container. Although paying by
credit or debit cards was preferred, cash payments were also permitted. Although paying by card is superior in preventing infection, some individuals requested to pay with cash. As some contact was inevitable during this process, there was a risk of contamination by exchanging cards, cash, and/or receipts (Fig. 4).

4. Step 4: sample collection
After the individual paid the required fees sample labels were printed from the computer. Medical staff then brought labeled sample tubes to the individual’s car and cross-checked the information. The individual was instructed to stay in the car throughout the process. To obtain a throat swab, the individual lowered their face mask and opened their mouth. To obtain a nasal swab, the individual wore a face mask and kept their mouth closed. To collect sputum samples, the individual produced phlegm by coughing while wearing a face mask, and then spit the phlegm into a tube while the car’s windows were closed. The individual then opened the car’s window and gave the tube to the medical staff. This procedure was the greatest source of contamination throughout the process. Medical staff were equipped with level D protection clothing, an N95 grade mask, and face shields, as well as apron gowns (Fig. 5). Apron gowns were replaced between each test.

Results and advantages of the Yeungnam University type drive-through screening system
The YU-Thru system had several advantages over CSS. First, the YU-Thru system allowed us to dramatically reduce the time required to clean and ventilate testing areas. As a result, we were able to perform more tests with the YU-Thru system than with CSS. When operating a CSS, the number of tests performed in a day was 50, which increased to an average of 149 cases per day until March 30. Meanwhile, 339 tests were conducted on March 1, 2020 (Fig. 6). The time required to test a single individual was approximately 30 minutes under the CSS; however, this was reduced to approximately 2 to 4 minutes under the YU-Thru system. The main reason for this improvement was that there was no need to clean and ventilate the examination rooms. As shown in Fig. 6, the number of tests met the demand as the number of confirmed cases in Daegu increased. Since March 14, the number of tests has gradually declined. This likely reflects a decrease in cases in Daegu from 100 per day on March 12, after which a decrease in required testing was observed. Second, the YU-Thru system improved the safety of both the individuals to be tested and the medical staff. A total of 61 doctors and 89 medical and nonmedical hospital staff participated in the system from February 26 to March 30; however, none were confirmed as positive for COVID-19. Although we could not entirely rule out infections using this system, the YU-Thru system utilized segregated spaces including specimen collection rooms, unlike the shared specimen collection rooms in CSS, which posed a risk of infection. As a result, the possibility of transmission from one subject to another was completely eliminated, and we prevented or dramatically reduced the infection of medical staff by tested individuals. Third, YU-Thru system can be readily constructed. Cities without parking lots adjacent to hospitals can be easily modified to become testing sites. If the testing process of YU-Thru system is installed in an underground parking lot or closed space, the lack of ventilation may increase vulnerability to infection, and therefore caution is necessary. Consequently, we recommend installing the YU-Thru process outdoors where natural ventilation is possible. For construction, our test sites required approximately 1,527 m² of space, four shipping containers, computers, computer network systems, and several personnel. In addition, flexible expansion was...
possible depending on the demand. If there was a growing number of newly confirmed cases and the need for screening tests increased, additional YU-Thru system sites were constructed in nearby parking spaces. Moreover, only 1 or 2 days were required to install the YU-Thru system.

**Limitations of the Yeungnam University type drive-through screening system and its specific concerns**

Although the YU-Thru system has enabled faster and safer screening tests compared with the CSS, and none of the staff were confirmed to be COVID-19 positive, additional complementation is necessary to further reduce the chances of infection. First, during the payment step (step 3), if the subject swipes or inserts their own credit card and takes their receipt, the process is completely contactless and the possibility of contamination is zero. Similarly, using noncontact forehead thermometers in step 1 carries a nonexistent risk for infection. Second, it is necessary to find ways to reduce the possibility of infection in passengers sharing the same car with individuals who may be infectious. In this study, most individuals drove by themselves; however, elderly, disabled (e.g., dementia or autism spectrum disorder), or children were often accompanied by caregivers and the possibility of infection transmission could not be ruled out. A system to minimize the risk of infection in these people is necessary.

**Conclusion**

In order to flatten the curve of the worldwide spread of COVID-19, it is crucial to identify confirmed patients through massive screening, and to initiate preemptive isolation and active treatment measures against positively confirmed patients. To achieve this goal, a safe and efficient screening system such as the YU-Thru system is necessary. We have introduced the YU-Thru system not only to a number of health care facilities and hospitals in South Korea but also to numerous countries around the world [10-13]. We hope that many additional countries will implement and properly utilize the YU-Thru system in the fight against COVID-19.
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